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Virginia:  
 
AT A REGULAR MEETING of the Nelson County Board of Supervisors at 2:00 p.m. in 
the Board of Supervisors Room located on the second floor of the Nelson County 
Courthouse. 
 
Present:   Constance Brennan, Central District Supervisor 

Thomas H. Bruguiere, Jr. West District Supervisor- Vice Chair 
Larry D. Saunders, South District Supervisor  

 Allen M. Hale, East District Supervisor  
 Thomas D. Harvey, North District Supervisor – Chair  
  Stephen A. Carter, County Administrator 

Candice W. McGarry, Administrative Assistant/Deputy Clerk 
  Debra K. McCann, Director of Finance and Human Resources 
  Jacqueline Britt, Registrar 
  Carter Smith, Former Electoral Board Member 
  Don Bailey, Electoral Board Member 
  Phillip D. Payne, IV, County Attorney 
  Susan Rorrer, Director of Information Systems 
  Andrew Crane, Information Systems Specialist 
            
Absent: None 
 

I. Call to Order 
 
Mr. Harvey called the meeting to order at 2:05 pm, with all Supervisors present to 
establish a quorum. 
 

A. Moment of Silence 
B. Pledge of Allegiance – Mr. Saunders led the Pledge of Allegiance 

 
II. Consent Agenda 

 
Mr. Hale noted that he thought the Region Ten request to approve a line of credit was 
peculiar. Mr. Carter noted that it had been reviewed by their lawyers and that the follow 
up explanation from them seemed reasonable. Mr. Harvey concurred and noted that there 
was no fiscal or moral obligation being made by the Board in approving this. Mr. Hale 
then noted that they explained that their cash flow related to Medicaid was a seasonal 
issue and they had the need for backup when these receipts were delayed. Mr. Carter then 
noted that they were not likely going to use these funds to pay for their new building and 
that he had cash flow issues similar to what they describe when he worked in Craig 
County and came close to having to use a line of credit. 
 
Ms. Brenan then moved to approve the consent agenda as presented and Mr. Saunders 
seconded the motion. There being no further discussion, Supervisors voted unanimously 
(5-0) by roll call vote to approve the motion and the following resolutions were adopted: 
 

A. Resolution – R2012-89 Minutes for Approval 
 

RESOLUTION-R2012-89 
NELSON COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES 
(November 20, 2012) 

 
RESOLVED, by the Nelson County Board of Supervisors that the minutes of said 
Board’s meeting conducted on November 20, 2012 be and hereby are approved and 
authorized for entry into the official record of the Board of Supervisors meetings. 
 

B. Resolution – R2012-90 COR Refunds 
 

RESOLUTION-R2012-90                          
NELSON COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
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APPROVAL OF COMMISSIONER OF REVENUE REFUNDS 
 
RESOLVED, by the Nelson County Board of Supervisors that the following refunds, as 
certified by the Nelson County Commissioner of Revenue and County Attorney pursuant 
to §58.1-3981 of the Code of Virginia, be and hereby are approved for payment. 
 
Amount Category      Payee 
 
$ 363.38  PP Taxes & Vehicle License Fees   Willie S. Banks, Jr. 
         71 Pines Lane 
         Shipman, VA 22971 
 
$1,849.65 2011 RE Taxes     Ronald L. Moyer 
         P.O. Box 94 
         Shipman, VA 22971 
 

C. Resolution – R2012-91 FY13 Budget Amendment 
 
 

 
RESOLUTION R2012-91 

 
 

NELSON COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS    
 

 
AMENDMENT OF FISCAL YEAR 2011-2012 BUDGET 

 
 

NELSON COUNTY, VA 
 

 
December 11, 2012 

 
      BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Supervisors of Nelson County that the Fiscal Year 
2012-2013 Budget be hereby amended as follows: 

      
 

I.  Appropriation of Funds (General Fund)  
             

  
Amount Revenue Account  Expenditure Account  

 
  

 $    8,513.00  3-100-009999-0001 4-100-043020-8004 
 

  
 $  71,972.00  3-100-009999-0001 4-100-051010-7002 

 
  

 $  80,485.00  
   

      
 

II.  Transfer of Funds (General Fund)  
              

  
Amount Credit Account (-) Debit Account (+) 

 
  

 $    6,198.00  4-100-999000-9905 4-100-032020-7007 
 

  
    

    
D. Resolution – R2012-92 Region Ten CSB Request to Approve Line of 

Credit  
 

RESOLUTION R2012-92 
NELSON COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

AUTHORIZING REGION TEN COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD 
TO APPLY FOR AND ACCEPT LOANS 

 
WHEREAS, Region Ten Community Services Board ("Region Ten") was established by 
the City of Charlottesville and the Counties of Albemarle, Fluvanna Greene, Louisa and 
Nelson (the "Localities") as required by § 37.2-500 et seq. of the Code of Virginia, 1950, 
as amended, to provide mental health, intellectual disability and substance abuse services 
to the residents of the Localities; and, 
 
WHEREAS, the services provided by Region Ten are more particularly described in an 
annual Performance Contract with the Virginia Department of Behavioral Health and 
Developmental Services, which is subject to review by the Board of Supervisors of 
Nelson County (the "County"); and, 
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WHEREAS, Region Ten receives reimbursement funding from the Commonwealth of 
Virginia, the federal government and Localities for services it provides within the 
Localities; and, 
 
WHEREAS, in order to pay operational expenses Region Ten has previously relied on 
loans and other financing obtained through Region Ten Community Services Board, Inc., 
("Region Ten, Inc.") the private nonprofit corporation formed to assist Region Ten in the 
fulfillment of its mission; and, 
 
WHEREAS, Region Ten now wishes to obtain a loan or other financing in its own name 
for purposes of cash flow management and for the payment of operational expenses; and, 
 
WHEREAS, § 37.2-504.A.11. of the Code of Virginia, 1950, as amended, requires that 
community services boards may "apply for and accept loans as authorized by the 
governing body of each city or county that established it" and Region Ten seeks the 
County's authorization solely to meet that statutory requirement; and, 
 
WHEREAS, Region Ten is seeking authorization from the governing body of each 
Locality to apply for and accept a loan or line of credit in an amount up to $2,000,000 
that creates no legally enforceable obligation extending one year beyond the date on 
which the obligation is incurred (the "Line of Credit"); and 
 
WHEREAS, Region Ten and the Localities understand and agree that the obligations 
under the Line of Credit are not to constitute a debt or pledge of the full faith and credit 
of the Localities and shall not impose any liability on the Localities, nor is the requested 
authorization a guarantee on the part of the Localities of the Line of Credit. 
 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, the Nelson County Board of Supervisors does 
hereby grant its authorization to the Region Ten Community Services Board (“Region 
Ten”) to apply for and accept a loan or line of credit in an amount up to $2,000,000. 

 
III. Public Comments and Presentations 

A. Public Comments 
 
1. Glenda Cahoon, Tye River Rd. and VTA Representative 
 
Ms. Cahoon distributed and read aloud a prepared statement from Kenneth White, VTA 
President that demanded that the Board withdraw the decision to place a walk through 
metal detector at the courthouse entrance and provide that these only be used at the 
courtroom entrances when the courts were in session. 
 

B. Presentation – VA Cooperative Extension Service (A. Rose) 
 
Mr. Antwan Rose, VCE Unit Coordinator addressed the Board and noted that he had 
expanded the school programs at the request of the Board in March and was working 
with a constituent in Roseland on an international exchange program. He noted that there 
was currently a Japanese student staying in Roseland and then reported the following: 
 
 Provided school enrichment to elementary school students in the areas of electricity, 
moon phases, solar systems, force and motion, and plant biology 
 
 Provided middle and high school enrichment in the areas of soil and minerals 
 
 Continued leadership development in the Nelson County Teen Club 
 
 Had a total of 165 male and 178 female youth participants for a total of 343 youth 
participants 
 
 Inducted another Teen Club member as a 2012 Virginia All-Star 
 
 Led and Directed 4-H Camp with a total of 90 youth participants and 14 teen leaders 
from Nelson County 
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 Coordinated a Spring break Day Camps to Lynchburg Grows and other gardens to 
demonstrate the important of farm to table and agricultural sustainability 
 
 Developed new Farm to Table 4-H Curriculum in order for youth to understand 
Virginia agriculture 
 
 Serving as the Local Coordinator for a Japanese Exchange Student for the 2012 – 2013 
school year 
 
 Completed Civil Rights Compliance and worked toward getting the office in 
compliance with federal and state regulations 
 
 Conducted 4-H Afterschool Aerospace programs that focused on STEM education 
 
 Hosted the 2nd Annual Science Fair at Tye River Elementary School 
 
 Raised over $2000 local funds in scholarship fund for 4-H programs 
 
 4-H Volunteers donated over 2400 hours in 2012, which is valued at $21.79 per hour 
equaling $52,296 of valued time given One full time employee works an average of 2000 
hours in one year 
 
Community Clubs 

o Junior Master Gardeners in Rockfish Valley work with the Nelson County 
Master Gardeners to educate youth about gardening both vegetables and floral 
plants 
o Teen Club provides leadership opportunities and professional development that 
enables the youth to have the life skills to succeed… 
o Home School Association of Nelson County participated in project areas of 
sewing and fashion review and started an archery club 
o Aerospace Club 
 

 Local Food Pantry – Assisted Connie Brittle with leadership and coordinated 
volunteers for this program 
 
 Nelson County Day participant 
 
 Actions taken since March, 2012 Meeting 
 

o Worked with Sandra McKenzie to facilitate Reality Store at NCHS in 2013 
o Programming in Nelson County High School 9th grade Science 
o Programming in Nelson County Middle School 8th grade Science 
o Presented Public Speaking to the Middle School faculty for Spring 
programming 
o Secured volunteer leaders to lead a Livestock club in Nelson County 
o Secured volunteer leader to lead an Outdoor Adventure Club in Nelson County 
o Installed a 4-H All-Star track in the 4-H Teen Club 
 

Mr. Rose noted that the Reality Store project would bring in local businesses and students 
would work through real life situations. He noted that he was only able to establish 
programming in the 8th and 9th grades. 
 
Mr. Rose noted that Nelson has currently been participating in a joint county livestock 
club with Amherst County and that Nelson was establishing its own with Kevin Irving 
heading this up. He added that the Saunders family wanted to stay with the Amherst 
group until the Nelson County group has gotten going. Mr. Rose noted that he thought 
that Jessica Ligon would be involved and the club would begin by showing lamb and 
beef. 
 
Mr. Rose noted that Nikki Chambers at the Ski Barn was to head up the Outdoor 
Adventure Club in Nelson County in the spring. 
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Mr. Rose noted that the All-Star program was from the 8th grade through High School 
and would be meeting this month. He added that Stacey Johnson in Afton would be 
working on this. 
 
In response to questions, Mr. Rose explained that programming provided experiential 
education where the kids go outside and have hands on experience. He gave the example 
of handling soils and minerals.  
 
He then noted that the Block and Pony club could be reinstated if interest was expressed. 
He noted that he did not currently have any contacts for those with horses and has been 
referring people to Carrie Swanson in Albemarle.  
 
Members briefly discussed that Dr. Ligon’s daughter would be taking over the 
Lovingston Veterinary practice and that the Holmes were leaving the practice but not the 
county. It was noted that the Holmes had a 5 year lease and this had been the plan. 
Members then noted that the Ligon sister in Amherst may work with horses and that the 
Rockfish Ruritans had horse shows etc. in Afton. Another contact mentioned was Hope’s 
Legacy, who also uses the Rockfish Ruritan Park. 
 
2012 Agriculture and Natural Resource accomplishments in Nelson County Michael 
Lachance Extension agent, ANR Activities: 
 
· Provide ongoing technical assistance and make farm visits for local residents in regard 
to: 

 Property management 
 Protection of domestic water supplies 
 Pasture improvement 
 Livestock management 
 Pest control and public health 
 Food safety 
 Home food production 
 

· Initiated a community gardening project at Ryan Apartments in collaboration with 
JABA. Received funds from JABA to purchase topsoil and garden supplies to allow 
residents of that facility to grow their own vegetables. 
 
· Obtained a $10,000 grant from an anonymous donor to promote home food production 
in Nelson County. Money is being used by working in collaboration with Nelson County 
Public School to install raised bed garden at the high school which will demonstrate an 
intensive garden that can feed a family of 4. 
 
 Am working as well to develop the interior courtyard at the high school as an outdoor 
teaching facility. 
 
 Plans are underway to develop: 
 

§ Tree fruit variety trial site in Nelson County to evaluate the potential of new and 
underutilized varieties 
§ Teaching bee yard 
 

· Organized the Nelson County Bee Group to teach beekeeping skills to local residents 
 
· Interact with, train and support ongoing contributions of Extension Master gardener and 
Master Naturalist volunteers in Nelson County and other central Virginia counties 
 
· Working with other agricultural agents in area to develop learning resources for low 
income/disadvantaged youth at Lynchburg Grows, an urban farming learning center in 
that city. 
 
· Working with Virginia Extension specialist to develop: 
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 Tree Fruit Website 
 Home fruit curricula 
 Sustainable viticulture guidelines 
 

· Collaborating with various colleagues in the Thomas Jefferson Planning District and 
beyond to develop: 
 

 Food Heritage Program, identifying the cultural diversity of local foods, e.g. 
orchards, and developing marketing materials for local farms 
 Piedmont Sustainable Woods, promoting greater utilization and marketing of 
value added products harvested from local timber stands 
 Generation NEXT, an award winning land transition workshop to ensure 
wealth is preserved from one generation to the next. Present lectures for both 
timber landowners and farm families. 
 

C. Presentation – Local Department of Social Services (M. Kohl) 
 
Mr. Kohl addressed the Board and noted that the State had begun to send localities an 
annual financial statement that listed the Statewide Benefit Payments. He noted that it 
was his understanding that the Board wished to hear a breakdown of these numbers 
locally. Mr. Kohl then noted that the local Department of Social Services handles the 
eligibility for these local programs listed as follows: 
 
Comprehensive Services Act (CSA) funds: $442,103 in State funding $198,323 Local 
Medicaid -$13,885,779 in Federal and State funding 
SNAP-$3,393,790 in Federal funding 
Energy Assistance - $338,620 in Federal funding which covered heating in the fall and 
cooling in the summer.  
TANF- Traditional Welfare Program $106,930 in Federal and State funding 
FAMIS - Similar to Medicaid, but for those not meeting Medicaid threshold $489,073 in 
Federal and State Funding. 
 
Mr. Kohl then noted that the Subtotal was $18,656,295 in Federal and State funds that 
were accessed by Nelson County residents. 
 
Mr. Kohl then reviewed the following worksheet that showed an approximate breakdown 
of clients served per program for the main categories: 
 
Financial Value for Locality FY 2012: 
 
SNAP (food stamp) break down: 

• $3,393,790.00 - SNAP assistance to clients FY 12 1200 SNAP cases in FY 2012 
(approximate) 

 
• Censes data gives average of 2.59 people per household - 1200 cases represents 

1200 households 
 

• 1200 SNAP cases multiplied by 2.59 clients in household is 3108 clients served 
by SNAP in FY 12 
 
 

$3,393,790.00 divided by 3108 equals $1092.00 per year or $91.00 per month, per client 
in household. 
 
Medicaid break down: 

• $13,885,779.00 - Medicaid assistance to clients FY 12 1400 Medicaid cases In 
FY 12 (approximate) 
 

• 1400 cases roughly equals 1400 clients unlike SNAP benefits. 
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13,885,779 divided by 1400 equals $9,918.00 per year, per client. (Medicaid is about 
60% seniors and disabled clients). 
Total Benefit program numbers: 

• $303,000.00 -local funds allocated FY 12 by BOS to NCDSS ** 
• $18,214,192.00 - amount of Benefit services leveraged by local allocation and 

distributed to Nelson County residents 
 

Over 6000 % return on local investment 
 
**The $303,000.00 also includes leveraging funds to provide the following services: 
 
1. Child Protective Services 
2. Foster Care Services 
3. Adult Protective Services 
4. Child Care 
5. Employment Services 
 
Mr. Kohl noted that their new computer programs would allow them to be able to pull 
statistics locally.  
 
In response to questions, Mr. Kohl noted that it was hard to tell how many new cases they 
had in FY12 because people were going on and off of the programs; however he thought 
that at any given time, there were about 3,000 cases. He noted that the SNAP program 
cases were based on income and household members and that if this changed, then the 
benefits changed. He reiterated that this was constantly changing.  
 
He then noted that they had connected systems with VEC, Social Security 
Administration, and other state agencies that could be used to see when these household 
changes occurred; however they relied heavily on self reporting which can be 
problematic. He added that they were bound by laws on what they could check into and 
what they could not. He then reported that these laws have been relaxed more since 2008, 
however in a small community such as Nelson there was the opportunity for the cross 
sharing of information between sides of the office. He then noted that their new computer 
system should help with fraud elimination. 
 
Mr. Kohl then reiterated that the SNAP benefits were recorded by household and that this 
translated into about 3,108 clients served by the program. 
 
In response to questions regarding the Medicaid breakdown, Mr. Kohl noted that these 
funds were payments for services rendered that went to DMAS from vendors. He added 
that the Department approved and managed the eligibility for this and then DMAS 
transmited the figures back down. Mr. Carter then noted that the Medicaid rates were 
federally established. 
 
Mr. Kohl then noted that the monies allocated to clients for the SNAP program was direct 
revenue for Nelson County when money was spent here. He added that a lot of Medicaid 
money was spent in the County also. Mr. Kohl then advised that his office leverages the 
County funding amount into monies used to benefit the County’s economy and that there 
was a good return on investment and their staff were good stewards of the funds given 
them. 
 
Mr. Kohl then responded to questions and noted that Ms. Brennan was correct in that 1/5 
of the County’s population was on food stamps; however he would have to get for her 
how many of this number were children.  
 
Mr. Hale then commented that it was clear to him that medical services were expensive 
and Mr. Kohl noted that there was supposed to be a 40% increase starting October 2014 
and they would see a huge increase. 
 
Mr. Saunders then noted that there were two instances in which he had heard there were 
problems with staff morale. Mr. Kohl then noted that there were no problems with staff 
morale now; however there were problems when he came in that he thought the Board 
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was aware of.  He added that when he came in, he cleaned house and it was addressed if 
you were not doing the job. He added that he was making sure that Nelson County was 
served in the best possible way and that 90% of the inherent issues had been taken care 
of. He then noted that he could not help it if current or former employees had issues with 
this. Mr. Saunders then thanked Mr. Kohl and noted that he had wanted to hear his side of 
the story. 
 

D. VDOT Report (R. Hamilton) 
 
Mr. Randy Hamilton of VDOT reported to the Board. He noted that there was $1.4 
million dollars to be reallocated from the project at Route 6 and Route 639 that was not 
moving forward. He noted that he had provided a handout depicting accident data for the 
last five years and a map pinpointing locations for consideration. He then asked the 
Board to advise him on other sites not shown for which to use the $1.4 million. He then 
reported that they looked at Rt.151 and 638 and they estimated $3.5 Million to correct to 
standards at this location, which was based upon current standards. He added that the 
Route 151 and Route 635 intersection, going back to the old Rockfish Valley Elementary 
School would cost about $1.48 Million. He then asked the Board to prioritize suggested 
sites to be sent back to VDOT.  
 
Members then noted their disappointment that the monies had been moved three times 
already.  
 
Mr. Hale then noted that the property owners near the Rt. 639 and Rt. 6 project were not 
at all pleased with the plans; however he acknowledged that no matter what, someone 
was going to be unhappy. He added that it seemed that VDOT could do a whole lot less 
of a project than what they had suggested, such as what was done at Greenfield Rd.   
 
Mr. Hamilton then noted that he was asking the Board if there was somewhere better to 
spend the money and he wanted to get the Board’s preferences. 
 
Mr. Hale noted that the people who were familiar with these dangerous intersections 
knew where to look etc. however it seemed to him the problems were on the main 
corridors. 
  
Mr. Harvey added that speed limit reductions have helped and that these sites needed to 
be graded on standards today and they should not have to wait for fatalities to get 
something done. He added that the sight distances were terrible on Route 151 and that the 
cheapest way to solve it was with speed reductions. He then gave the example of the 
intersection at Spruce Creek Lane.  
 
Mr. Hamilton then advised that the money they were looking at was from the SSYP and 
the Board controlled these allocations. He added that if the Board wanted to go with 
something else; he would come back for a resolution from the Board to reallocate the 
funding.  
 
Mr. Harvey then inquired as to whether or not VDOT had any qualifying projects and 
Mr. Hamilton noted he would go back to Don Austin to see if he had any suggestions. 
 
Mr. Antwan Rose advised that he had witnessed a fatal accident on April 2, 2012 at Rt. 
56 W and Rt. 29. He suggested that there needed to be additional safety features before 
the stop sign coming from Roseland onto Route 56 out to Route 29. 
 
Mr. Bruguiere suggested that VDOT get more recent crash data from the State Police 
than the data provided that was two years old. 
 
Members then reported VDOT issues from their districts as follows: 
 
Mr. Bruguiere again noted that Tan Yard Road in Massies Mill going in to the collection 
site, needed trench widening and he noted that using gravel would help. He noted that the 
trucks were coming in from Route 151 now that VDOT was working on the other end.   
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Mr. Bruguiere then reiterated that VDOT was rebuilding a bridge in Massies Mill that 
was being overdone and he thought the money could have been more wisely used in other 
projects. Mr. Hamilton then noted that this was being done with stimulus funding which 
limited how it could be used.  
 
Mr. Hale noted that at RT. 6 and Rt. 639, the speed limit was 45mph and it was now 
changed back and did not start until Cove Creek. He added that he wanted this to go back 
to 45 mph which would alleviate some problems there. He noted that a traffic study had 
been done that showed it was justified to do it. 
 
Mr. Hale then confirmed that the Wayside at Woods Mill was owned by VDOT. He 
noted that the County had installed a Port o John there and he was now looking at 
concrete prefabs that could be put in.  He noted that this would still need pumping; as it 
did not require a drain field and would cost $14,000-$15,000.  Mr. Harvey noted that they 
could put in a drain field; however this would require site work. Mr. Hale inquired as to 
whether or not VDOT could do the site work and Mr. Hamilton stated he would have to 
speak with Don Austin about this. Mr. Hale then noted he would get them more 
information on this.  
 
Mr. Saunders noted his outstanding wish list on speed limit reductions: Rt. 56 from the 
fire station to Wingina, Williamstown Road – Route 722, and in Arrington making it a 
uniform speed of 25 mph on Rt. 665. He then reiterated the site distance problems at the 
intersection of Findlay Mountain Road and Route 56. 
 
Ms. Brennan then inquired about the speed study done at the Rt. 6 and Old Roberts 
Mountain Road intersection. Mr. Hamilton noted that he had not heard back and would 
follow up on the other work to be done there also. 
 
Ms. Brennan then noted that she and Mr. Harvey were working on the Route 151 corridor 
and would like to meet up with him on this after Christmas. 

 
IV. New Business/ Unfinished Business  

A. Shipman Polling Place Relocation (R2012-93) 
 
Mr. Carter noted that staff had prepared a resolution to approve the Shipman polling 
place relocation and to authorize the change for public hearing as it had to be 
incorporated into the local ordinance. He added that the request to change the location 
would be sent concurrently to the State Board of Elections and the Department of Justice 
for review. 
 
Mr. Saunders then moved to approve resolution R2012-93 Authorization for public 
hearing on an ordinance to amend the Code of Nelson County, Virginia Chapter 2, 
Article I, Section 2-28 and Mr. Bruguiere seconded the motion. 
 
Members and staff discussed that the earliest public hearing date would be on January 8th 
and the Board agreed by consensus to add this date to the resolution. 
 
There being no further discussion, Supervisors voted unanimously (5-0) by roll call vote 
to approve the motion and the following resolution was adopted: 
 

RESOLUTION-R2012-93 
NELSON COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

AUTHORIZATION FOR PUBLIC HEARING ON AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND 
THE CODE OF NELSON COUNTY, VIRGINIA CHAPTER 2 

(ADMINISTRATION), ARTICLE I (IN GENERAL), SECTION 2-28 
(PRECINCTS AND POLLING PLACES)  

 
 

WHEREAS, the Nelson County Board of Supervisors wishes to accommodate the 
Nelson County Electoral Board’s request to move the Shipman polling place within the 
South District’s Shipman precinct in order to provide for improved conditions for voters 
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related to parking, traffic safety, space, and greater handicap accessibility in accordance 
with § 24.2-310 of the Code of Virginia;  
 
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, by the Nelson County Board of Supervisors 
that the request to move the Shipman polling place from its current location at American 
Legion Post #17 in Shipman to the Carriage House at Oak Ridge is hereby approved and; 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that pursuant to §15.2-1427 and §24.2-306, the 
County Administrator is hereby authorized to advertise a public hearing to be held on 
January 8, 2013 at 7:00 p.m. in the Board of Supervisors Room in the Courthouse in 
Lovingston, Virginia to receive public input on an Ordinance proposed for passage to 
amend the Code of Nelson County, Virginia, Chapter 2, Article I, Section 2-28 to change 
the Shipman Precinct polling place from American Legion Post #17 to the Carriage 
House at Oak Ridge.  
 

B. Registrar’s Office Relocation 
 
Ms. Jackie Britt, Registrar and Don Bailey, Vice Chair of the Electoral Board were 
present to address the Board. 
 
They noted that they had revisited the Rutherford space and had spoken to Daniel 
Rutherford again. They reported that he had said that he would renovate the downstairs 
and it would be workable for them to be used as a conference area and they could create 
voting booths for absentee voting there. She then noted that if they were able to do that, 
then they could use the mezzanine level for storage. Ms. Britt then noted that Mr. 
Rutherford had assured them that there would not be political signs posted at the premises 
there. Ms. Britt then noted that her favorite option was still the Region Ten building. 
 
Mr. Carter then noted that staff had received lease information from them that afternoon 
and it would cost $3,300 per month.  Members of the Board quickly reached consensus 
that this would not be an option. Mr. Carter then wondered if Mr. Rutherford’s monthly 
lease amount of $1,215/month would change with the use of the additional basement 
space.  
 
Mr. Bailey noted he was unsure of that but that Mr. Rutherford understood that having a 
conference room available to them was an important factor. He added that they did not 
need a dedicated conference room however they did need one occasionally. 
 
Mr. Bruguiere asked if the County could create an inducement for Mr. Rutherford to fix 
up the space if the County rented from him and it was noted that he had in fact said that 
he would. Mr. Harvey noted he would not want to pay rent on the lower level space full 
time. 
 
Mr. Harvey then suggested they look at the building on the corner in Lovingston owned 
by John Bradshaw and Ms. Britt noted that she was in there recently and it was in 
horrible shape as you could see the sky through the roof. She added that there was no 
parking there also; however at most they would have 5-6 cars there at one time. 
 
Mr. Harvey then asked if the bank was amenable to upgrading the parking and Mr. Carter 
noted that he had noticed that the parking was being upgraded already. Mr. Bailey added 
that they would have one handicapped space near the building and Mr. Carter added that 
they could make this a requirement of the lease. 
 
Mr. Hale then introduced a fourth possibility which was the use of the old General 
District and J&D court areas. He noted that these areas would provide sufficient square 
footage and conference space and there was another separate office that was secure that 
could be used for storage. He added that this space was currently used by the Assessors 
and there were no plans for this space after they were through and it ought to be a 
consideration. He noted that they did not know if the relocation was permanent or not no 
matter which space was chosen.  He then stated that there was ample parking at the 
courthouse facility and they would need to do a minimal amount of work to 
accommodate them.  
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This option was then discussed with Mr. Harvey noting that he thought this location was 
far away from the parking lot and Mr. Hale and Ms. Brennan thought that Ms. Britt could 
go down to meet people as needed. Ms. Britt then advised that they needed space for 
people to come in and vote.  
 
Mr. Harvey then suggested that maybe the current Finance and HR office did not have to 
be where they were and the Registrar could go there and they could move upstairs.  
 
Mr. Bailey then noted that they were concerned about handicapped access and that 
coming through the secure entryway was intimidating to voters. He added that they were 
open on Saturdays during elections and this could be an issue in staffing the entryway 
then. In response to questions regarding the number of Saturdays, their office was open; 
Ms. Britt noted that they had to be open for two Saturdays prior to primaries and one 
Saturday prior to a general election. She added that they were open on four Saturdays this 
past year.  
 
Ms. Britt expressed concern regarding the storage space if they were to occupy the 
Finance and HR office and Mr. Harvey assured her that there was plenty of storage in the 
Courthouse area. Ms. Britt then expressed concern regarding having enough space in that 
office for absentee voting. 
 
Mr. Carter then noted that there were as many elderly and handicapped people coming in 
to pay taxes as would come in to this office. 
 
Ms. Britt then advised that she preferred the Rutherford Building temporarily and would 
like the Health Department building to be renovated and then they would move back in. 
 
Mr. Daniel Rutherford then joined the meeting and members directed their questions to 
him regarding his space. He noted that he would not charge more for monthly use of the 
conference room space in the basement and that he was definitely going to upgrade the 
lower level. In terms of having discussed the parking with the bank, Mr. Rutherford noted 
that he owned the road around the side and gave Ms. Lynch access there. He added that 
he has talked with the bank but at the time he did not know what he would be using it for 
and he noted he would certainly talk to them as necessary. He added that the handicapped 
sign that had been erected needed to be moved to the proper spot. He noted that the 
parking area was gravel now and could be paved; however there was an accessible 
concrete pad that led directly to the front door on the north side of the building.  
 
Mr. Hale then inquired if the Board should coordinate the relocation of the Registrar’s 
Office public hearing with that of the relocation of the Shipman polling place. Members 
then questioned whether or not this would require a public hearing and staff indicated that 
one would not be needed. Ms. McGarry then read from the State Code section§ 24.2-306 
B, that “notice of a change in the location of the office of the general registrar shall be 
given by posting on the official website of the county or city, by posting at not less than 
10 public places, or by publication once in a newspaper of general circulation in the 
county or city within not more than 21 days in advance of the change or within seven 
days following the change.” 
 
Mr. Bruguiere then noted that he would like to do what Ms. Britt preferred and that he 
thought that the rent for the Rutherford space was reasonable and the County could afford 
it. He then recommended that they be someplace more permanent by the next Presidential 
election. Mr. Rutherford then indicated that he would like a lease for at least a year or 
preferably three. He added he just did not want to do anything less than one year. 
 
Mr. Hale noted that he was not in favor of spending money unnecessarily. Mr. Saunders 
noted that he agreed with both Mr. Hale and Mr. Harvey; however he thought that the 
lease amounts discussed were a small amount compared to the cost of renovating the 
Jefferson Building for the Commonwealth Attorney. He added that the rent was very 
reasonable for the area. 
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Mr. Harvey suggested that the Board make a decision on this at the December 20, 2012 
meeting and members agreed by consensus. 
 

C. High Top Tower Lease Agreement –Assignment of Lease (R2012-94) 
 
Mr. Payne reported that after a year, there was an executed lease between the Nature 
Conservancy and WCVE for the tower premises on High Top. He added that staff needed 
the County to execute the assignment of lease whereby the lease between the Nature 
Conservancy and WCVE was assigned to the County and that these parties would also 
have to execute this. He added that the County probably would not be able to increase the 
height of the tower and if any changes conflicted with Virginia Outdoors Foundation then 
it would be reviewed by them.  
 
Mr. Hale then moved to approve resolution R2012-94 Authorization to Accept the 
Assignment of Lease for High Top Tower and Mr. Bruguiere seconded the motion. 
 
Ms. Brennan then inquired if it were possible to revisit the tower height and Mr. Payne 
said it was; however the language stated that it could not be increased without approval 
by the Nature Conservancy. He added that they wanted to establish the right and have 
some control over any increase. He noted that the Virginia Outdoors Foundation would 
be a tougher group to work with because they had an easement and the County would 
have to get both to sign off on this. 
 
There being no further discussion, Supervisors voted unanimously (5-0) by roll call vote 
to approve the motion and the following resolution was adopted: 
 

RESOLUTION-R2012-94 
NELSON COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

AUTHORIZATION TO ACCEPT THE ASSIGNMENT OF LEASE  
FOR HIGH TOP TOWER 

 
RESOLVED, the Nelson County Board of Supervisors hereby authorizes the acceptance 
of the Assignment of Lease by and between Commonwealth Public Broadcasting 
Corporation (CPBC), the County of Nelson, and the Nature Conservancy. Said Lease 
executed on November 16, 2012 demises a parcel of land within tracts in Nelson County, 
Virginia, conveyed to the Nature Conservancy by Deed of Gift dated December 20, 2006 
and recorded as Instrument No. 060004866 in the Clerk’s Office for the Circuit Court of 
Nelson County, Virginia, being identified as Tax Map parcel 57-A-1, (Otherwise known 
as High Top) for the purposes of the erection, maintenance, and operation of one tower 
and television and radio antennas and other uses all as set forth in the Lease. 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, the Nelson County Board of Supervisors hereby 
directs the Chairman, Thomas D. Harvey to execute the attached Agreement of 
Assignment on behalf of the Board and authorizes the appropriation of $7,500.00 to 
CPBC in consideration of said Lease Assignment. 
 
Mr. Bruguiere then inquired about renovating the cinder block building on site and Mr. 
Payne noted that the County would have to decide what it wanted to do and run it by 
them as it was a judgment call based on what was proposed to be done. He added that 
things would be considered on a case by case basis. 
 
Ms. Brennan then inquired about the sublease requirement and Mr. Payne noted that there 
was another section authorizing this in the lease to the County. It was then noted that the 
County could lease tower space to Stewart Computer Services, however a collocation fee 
would have to be paid to the Virginia Outdoors Foundation. He noted that he has already 
sent them the NCBA rates etc. for pre-approval and that they could not decide to be 
difficult and say no; they would have to have a reason to deny it. 
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D. County Grievance Procedure 
 
Mr. Carter reported that staff was introducing the procedure to the Board; however staff 
wanted to review it more with Mr. Payne. He noted that Mr. Payne had removed the 
panel hearing option and this procedure only included the hearing officer option. 
 
Mr. Carter then explained that establishment of this procedure was brought about by a 
recent grievance taking 18 months to resolve and that in the process of this; one of the 
positions taken by the grievant was that the County’s grievance procedure and the state 
procedure were used against each other. He added that the local policy was never 
certified to the Circuit Court and that the County always used the state one.  
 
Mr. Carter then clarified that now that the County was beyond this, staff would like to 
certify a local procedure to remove any ambiguity related to this. 
 
In response to questions, Mr. Carter noted that this proposed procedure closely mirrored 
the state procedure and Mr. Payne confirmed that there was very little difference between 
the two. He echoed Mr. Carter’s comments that they ran into procedural issues because of 
the differences between the current local procedure and the state one. He added that the 
proposed procedure was written almost verbatim out of the State Code and he hoped it 
would eliminate procedural challenges. 
 
Ms. Brennan asked if there was a different one for Constitutional Offices and Mr. Payne 
noted that they were not part of the procedure and that if they wanted to be, then that was 
a different question. He added that the Department of Social Services had a state imposed 
grievance procedure written by one of the State’s premier employment attorneys and it 
was used to design the proposed version. 
 
Members then took this under advisement and no action was taken. 

 
V. Reports, Appointments, Directives, and Correspondence 

A. Reports 
1. County Administrator’s Report 

 
A. Courthouse/Government Center Project (All Related): 
 
1) Courthouse Addition – Project completion is pending Blair Construction’s 
completion of the outstanding punch list items.  A status has been requested from Blair. 
 
Mr. Carter noted that Blair was having difficulty in getting the subcontractor to start. 
 
2) Courthouse Display:  In process with final completion to be carried into 2013. 
 
Mr. Carter noted that the Historical Society was involved with the project and it was 
taking longer than projected. 
   
3)  Courthouse Signage:   Final installation(s) scheduled for first week in January 2013. 
 
4)  Courthouse Retaining Wall (Law Office):  Project completion is scheduled for 12-
12-12. 
 
Mr. Carter reported that the curb and drop inlet would be done by the following day. 
 
6)  Jefferson Building:  Proposals for interior renovation are pending receipt.  
Committee to provide recommendations thereafter for project completion. 
 
7)  Magistrate’s Building: Exterior restoration and painting is complete.  Interior 
restoration (re-plastering of walls) by contractor postponed pending repair/re-installation 
of door and windows. 
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Mr. Carter noted that they needed to get the windows and doors redone before the plaster 
was complete. He added that Staff was working on this and then VA Lime-works would 
return to finish. 
 
B.  Broadband Project:  Joint meeting of NCBA with BOS scheduled for 12-11.  
 
C. 2012 Radio Project (Narrow banding):  The project’s Contract Design Review 
(CDR) remains in process.  This encompasses final equipment to be purchased, final 
design and overall installation (testing and startup). Completion of the CDR phase is 
ASAP.  Overall project completion is projected to be August-September 2013.   A letter 
has also been submitted to the FCC requesting a time extension for compliance with the 
1-13 narrow banding mandate and is expected to be granted or, alternatively, the FCC 
may decide to establish a nationwide extension.    
 
Mr. Carter noted that the FCC was to grant the waiver with the provision of additional 
information. 
 
.D.  High Top Tower (Lease):  Approval of lease document(s) by BOS on 12-11 agenda. 
  
E.  Lovingston Health Care Center:   Howard & Assoc.’s final report is pending 
receipt. 
 
F. Norwood Historic District Project:  In process.  History Tech LLC is project 
consultant. 
 
G. 2014 General Reassessment:  In process. 
  
H.  Stormwater Program (Local):  The project is in process. 
 
Mr. Carter added that the team was meeting that week to look at RFP responses from 
firms that would provide technical assistance during the process. 
 
I.  Blue Ridge Medical Center:  VDH’s relocation to BRMC scheduled week of 12-10. 
 

2. Board Reports 
 

Mr. Saunders reported the following: 
 

1. Jefferson Building.  
 
He noted that another opinion had been obtained from Randy Parr of Lynchburg 
Restoration, Inc. and a joint proposal with Price Masonry had been presented. They 
recommended removing the plaster off of the inside of the exterior walls to see what 
shape the brick was in to determine the work to be done in order to be able to apply the 
whitewash. He added that to remove the plaster on the inside of the exterior walls they 
would charge $11,475.00.  He noted that Mr. Parr suggested that the partition walls were 
in good shape and that maybe they would remove the paint and re-plaster the bad spots of 
these instead of applying the lime-wash. 
 

2. Magistrate Office:  
 

Mr. Saunders noted that he met with Paul Truslow and Mr. Carter and they agreed that 
the doorways and windows in the old Magistrates Office building were in bad shape. He 
noted that they were concerned that if they started taking these out, the brick would 
collapse. He noted that the exterior was pretty much finished and dry so they could do the 
inside. He added that they would like to get ideas on how to repair the windows and it 
would likely be after Christmas before this was decided.  He noted that there were two 
windows and one door to be replaced. He then noted that they may be able to save some 
of the wood in there, but that the storm windows had created problems by directing water 
back in. 
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Mr. Hale then noted that he was happy with the proposal and this would not affect what 
direction was taken afterwards and that he thought they should proceed with having 
Lynchburg Restoration, Inc. go ahead with this proposal. 
 
Mr. Carter suggested that the Board resolve that they are solely and uniquely qualified 
and that it was in the County's best interest to accept their proposal. 
 
Mr. Hale then moved to authorize staff to enter into a contract with Lynchburg 
Restoration, Inc. and Price Masonry to remove the plaster as discussed in the Jefferson 
Building for a sum of not to exceed $11,475.00 and that the Board was aware that they 
were uniquely qualified and that no one else in the region was in the position to do this 
work.  
 
Ms. Brennan seconded the motion and Mr. Saunders clarified that it was only the inside 
of the exterior walls that were to be done and none of the partition walls. 
 
There being no further discussion, Supervisors voted unanimously (5-0) by roll call vote 
to approve the motion. 
 
Mr. Hale then commented that both individuals were very keen on seeing the best 
possible work done on the building and that he was glad that Mr. Parr was brought in. 

 
Ms. Brennan reported her attendance of a JABA Board meeting where the concentration 
was on finding the replacement for Gordon Walker, who was retiring as CEO in 
February. She added that they were in the process of interviewing people. 
 
Mr. Hale reported the following: 
 

1. Wintergreen Storage Tank 
 

Mr. Hale noted that the new storage tank at Wintergreen had 25 ft of water in it and that 
the forecast was such that they would make snow from this tank. He noted that the tank 
was 78 feet high and that they would fill it the following day from Lake Monacan. Mr. 
Harvey noted that they would not need as many cold days to make snow now. 
 

2. TJPDC Meeting 
 
Mr. Hale reported that the TJPDC had done a resolution commending Mr. Boger for his 
service on the Commission. He added that he was the longest serving commissioner and 
Mr. Carter added that he had been on there for 15-16 years. 
 
Mr. Bruguiere reported that the EMS Council was working to put living quarters in 
Station II using Coleman Adams and Mr. Carter noted that David Thompson was 
working with Curtis Sheet’s architect and they were waiting on a revised plan to come 
forward.  
 
Mr. Harvey reported the following: 
 

1. Pippin Hill Winery Dinner 
 

Mr. Harvey reported attending a dinner at Pippin Hill Winery that recognized important 
people including Gordon Walker. He noted that they discussed the County’s Athletic 
facility project with people there. He added that he had provided a copy of the Daily 
Progress that had an article on Craig County’s project which was using volunteers. He 
added that he would like to get big donors involved. 
 

2.    Town Hall Meeting 
 

Mr. Harvey reported on the town hall meeting held at RVCC.  He noted that Mr. Carter 
and Ms. Rorrer were very helpful. He noted that he did not take anything as a complaint; 
however they may need to check into the mail delivery issue brought up in the 
Faber/Nellysford area. He then noted that most of the discussion was on Broadband and 
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then Woody Greenberg proposed a change in the Zoning Ordinance pertaining to mineral 
rights. Mr. Carter noted that he had given him a resolution that he would need to talk with 
Mr. Payne about.  
 
Mr. Bruguiere questioned why the County should be involved in mineral rights and Mr. 
Harvey noted that property would need to be zoned industrial most likely for the mining 
of the minerals to occur. Mr. Bruguiere noted that there were still mineral rights in Piney 
River or the Roseland area and that nothing could be done until these were removed. He 
added that the County should not be involved in this. 
 
Mr. Harvey indicated that he would like to look at this and Ms. Brennan suggested that 
they could look at including mineral extraction in the Zoning Ordinance. 
 
Mr. Carter then added that Ms. Amidon attended the meeting and spoke on continuing the 
Uranium mining ban in Virginia. 
 
Mr. Harvey concluded by reporting that there were at least fifty (50) people there and that 
they would do another one in February. He added that people were complimentary of 
them doing these afterwards. 
 

B. Appointments   
 
It was noted that Ms. Mary Lee Embrey’s term on the JABA Council for Aging was 
expiring with no applications having been received and no input yet on whether or not 
Ms. Embrey would like to be reappointed. 
 
Staff then noted a letter from the Celebrate Shenandoah Group requesting that two 
persons be appointed to serve on the Celebrate Shenandoah Committee. Members briefly 
discussed the request and no action was taken. 
 

C. Correspondence 
 
Introduced: Letter from Dr. Collins regarding school employee bonuses 
 
Mr. Carter read aloud a letter from Dr. Collins requesting funds for employee bonuses 
totaling $195,000. He then noted that they had enough ability to pay the bonus and then 
staff could bring back the specific amount. Mr. Harvey stated he was under the 
impression that the money was there in the fuel budget and then if they ran short on funds 
for fuel, the Board would cover it. Mr. Carter reiterated that the budget amount would 
absorb it until the number was more specific. 
 
Mr. Harvey then asked if separate checks were done and Mr. Carter reported that they 
were and that all appropriate taxes were deducted. Mr. Harvey noted he was concerned 
that the School’s bonus would be combined with the regular paycheck, making more 
taxes come out and he suggested that Ms. McCann speak with Shannon Irvin to discuss 
this. He added that the School Board had discussed that they wanted to distribute them 
personally and Mr. Carter noted that the County's had been distributed the previous week. 
Mr. Carter then reiterated that their request should not be an issue. 
 
Introduced: Blue Mountain Barrel House Entry 
 
Mr. Saunders mentioned an email circulating that VDOT was giving Blue Mountain 
Barrel House a hard time over their entrance. He noted that once they had gotten started, 
VDOT had issues and that the owners and David Thompson had worked out a solution; 
however VDOT was not satisfied. 
 
Mr. Carter then reported that he had spoken with Jeff Kessler of VDOT about it and he 
had noted that his concern was that the site plan was presented at the review meeting, the 
applicant never secured a permit to do the work, and the work completed was not what 
was presented at the site plan meeting. He noted that VDOT wanted them to go get the 
permit; which they never got. He added that they had installed a pipe in the VDOT right 
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of way that was not shown on the plans and was not approved and that they were aware at 
the site plan meeting that the entrance was coming off of a VDOT road. 
 
Mr. Saunders then noted that they should pay the permit fee and that he would talk to Mr. 
Smack about it. Mr. Bruguiere added that Miss Utility did not identify the cable there 
either. Mr. Carter then suggested that they should just get a permit and get it resolved; not 
necessarily relocate anything. 
 
Introduced: Gladstone Senior Center Funding Request & Massies Mill Community 
Center 
 
Mr. Saunders noted that Gladstone Senior Center would like to request funds for heating 
oil; so that they can keep the building open all winter. Mr. Harvey noted that the Board 
needed to get the Community Center funding figured out. Mr. Carter noted that they may 
have received funding from the County as the County may have returned taxes that CSX 
pays to the County to the Community Center. He added that heretofore, the Board has 
been considering these things on an individual basis. He further explained that the County 
may be remitting the taxes back, once they were paid unless since CSX owned the 
building, the taxes were being paid back to them. He noted that he would check on this.  
 
Mr. Bruguiere then inquired as to what to do with the Massie's Mill Community Center 
and Mr. Hale suggested selling off the acreage not being used for the tower site. Ms. 
Brennan noted that she was concerned about liability; however Mr. Carter noted that the 
County was covered by sovereign immunity. He added that County staff could secure the 
property. Mr. Saunders supposed that there was a lot of asbestos in the building and Mr. 
Carter confirmed that any asbestos present would have to be abated. 
 

D. Directives 
Mr. Harvey, Mr. Hale, Mr. Bruguiere, and Mr. Saunders had no directives. 
 
Ms. Brennan had the following directives:  
 
1. Inquired as to whether or not the lights in the entryway were fixed. Mr. Carter noted 
that the sensor had been relocated; however the maintenance department says they are not 
right yet and that staff was talking to Blair about it. 
 
2. Inquired as to the hiring of a new Recycling Coordinator and Mr. Carter noted that the 
position had been advertised that week. 
 
3. Inquired as to whether or not Ms. Bowling had set up 2x2 meetings and Mr. Carter 
replied she had not yet. 
 
4. Inquired as to the signage outside being worked out and Mr. Carter noted that it had. 
 
5. Noted that she wanted to have a town meeting with Mr. Hale and that she would have 
another one with Mr. Harvey in February. 
 
6. Inquired as to what was being done for Mr. Boger’s retirement and noted that this 
needed to be figured out and done on the 20th.   
 
Mr. Hale then noted that there were many areas of the planning office that Mr. Padalino 
had not had a lot of experience with and that maybe Mr. Boger should be brought back to 
consult for a set amount of time. Mr. Carter noted that he had spoken to Mr. Padalino 
about this to some extent and he had suggested that he and Mr. Payne were available to 
consult.  The Board then agreed by consensus to go ahead with speaking to Mr. Boger 
regarding possible consulting to the office. 
 
VI. Other Business (As May Be Presented) 
 
There was no other business considered by the Board. 
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VII. Recess and Reconvene for Evening Session 
 

At 4:48 pm, Mr. Saunders moved to adjourn and Mr. Bruguiere seconded the motion. 
There being no further discussion, Supervisors voted unanimously by voice vote to 
approve the motion. 
 

EVENING SESSION 
 

7:00 P.M. – NELSON COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
 

I. Call to Order 
 
Mr. Harvey called the joint meeting to order at 7:01 pm with all Supervisors present to 
establish a quorum. 

 
II. Public Comments 

 
The Board agreed by consensus to defer public comments until the end of the meeting. At 
the conclusion of the meeting, Mr. Harvey opened the floor for public comments and 
there were no persons wishing to be recognized.  

 
III. Other Business  

A. Joint Meeting with the Nelson County Broadband Authority 
 

Mr. Harvey noted that the meeting would be conducted more like a joint work session.  
 
Mr. Carter then began the meeting by noting for the public that the Authority had signed 
a contract with Blue Ridge Internetworks (BRI) to be the Network Operator and its first 
Service Provider.  He then introduced the owners of BRI, Baylor Fooks and Jeff Cornejo. 
 
Mr. Carter then gave a snapshot of the status of project construction; noting that 
everything was complete except for the Massies Mill tower; which was scheduled for 
review by the Planning Commission and then the next day by the Board. He noted that it 
should then soon be operable and that the electronics vendor Calix was here this week to 
finish the installation of electronics that makes the fiber work. He noted that the federally 
funded project was about to come to conclusion before the project deadline of 2/28/2013.  
 
Mr. Carter then reported that NTIA staff and County staff had biweekly conference calls 
and the County has been told it could get an extension but he did not think this would be 
necessary. He then moved on to the provision of services and how that would come 
about. He noted that BRI issued a joint press release soliciting public input in order to 
gather information from those interested in receiving services. They would then analyze 
the data and would come back to confer about their findings and recommendations as to 
how to best deploy services to businesses and residences.  
 
Mr. Bruguiere then asked if BRI would explain how service deployment would work. 
 
Mr. Baylor Fooks then addressed the Board and noted that they were thrilled to be here, it 
was a big deal for them and they were committed to it. He noted that their current 
network in Charlottesville uses the same technology as the County’s network and that 
they had decided to provide services when Lumos backed out. He added that they would 
be filling two roles; they would handle new connections to the network and would be 
assessing the cost to add new connections. He noted that secondly, they would offer 
services on the network. He reported that they had built a good reputation in 
Charlottesville over twelve (12) years, have added 125 buildings to their network in a 
competitive environment, and would deliver services that people would buy. He noted 
that they did direct fiber access to the premise and the wholesale rates approved by the 
Board were in place and they would addresses business customers who want a fiber to the 
premise connection. He added that this type of connection was state of the art and anyone 
would be pleased to have that option.  
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He then noted that he would like to discuss other ways to deliver services in the county in 
a way that would allow for lower cost deployment.  He noted that they were not a 
wireless ISP but that they have dabbled in it. He stated that wireless was hard to control 
and that he thought that if it was the only thing available, consumers should be happy and 
get it; however if they were delivering it, they would seek a different technology. He 
noted that they would introduce a passive optic networking solution for a cheaper option 
and a hybrid fiber to copper topology that would allow copper to get closer to customers 
in order to offer DSL. He added that they would be deploying micro d-slams that would 
allow a connection near fiber to serve 12-48 customers. He noted that they did not need 
the same density that bigger players needed to invest in an area to serve.  He noted that 
they hoped to do an excellent job in operating the network and execute the plan as 
ratified. He noted that fiber to businesses was competitive with major markets and he 
wanted to help develop the residential market. 
 
When asked about the response from interest inquiries, Mr. Fooks noted that they were 
pleasantly surprised at how concentrated the interest was around the network. He noted 
that they had over 300 inquiries as of that morning. He noted that the interest seemed to 
mimic the census map but the concern was that the construction cost to get fiber directly 
to those a mile away from the backbone was significant. He supposed the installation cost 
per mile in air was around $15,000 and on the ground it was around $40,000 per mile. 
 
Mr. Fooks, then noted that copper lines were already there and they would have to get an 
interconnect agreement with Verizon in order to use them. He added that the CLEC/ILEC 
relationship has been contentious but by law they had to offer services. Mr. Fooks then 
noted that it might cost a couple of dollars a month compared to the higher cost for fiber. 
He noted that they would locate a micro d-slam next to a Verizon cross connect that 
served houses within range of DSL;  leasing copper pairs from Verizon to serve them 
with DSL. He added that BRI had higher standards, people would be pleased, and 
residents wanted service under $100 or $50 per month. Mr. Fooks then noted that DSL 
could carry data over a short distance of over 3 miles and they could run 50 MB DSL up 
to a mile. He noted that wired technology did not have the latency that wireless 
technology has and they could ride the data over the same copper pair as the voice 
because they used different frequencies. He added that in doing this, a hum could be 
heard on the line sometimes; however a filter would be used to cut the hum. He then 
explained that if Verizon said no on them being a co-resident on the voice pair, they 
would have to be on a second pair; which most homes had two (2) pairs run to them and 
this would depend on the interconnect arrangement with Verizon. 
 
When asked how far they could get that technology from the main fiber, Mr. Fooks 
reiterated that they could go three (3) miles from a junction box and they would need to 
feed the device with fiber to some point; but that copper technology could only go a 
couple of miles. Mr. Fooks then noted that the County’s network was 144 strands going 
North and 144 strands going south and that every time a customer was connected it used 
one (1) fiber. He added that to mitigate this, they could set more equipment in the field 
that could serve multiple customers using passive optics. He explained that passive 
optical technology used prisms and mirrors and they could use a splitter that allowed one 
(1) connection to become eight (8) connections. He added that one (1) fiber could be split 
sixty-four (64) times using Calix technology.  
 
Mr. Carter then noted that what the County put in place was an active Ethernet system 
but that it had the capability to do passive. Mr. Fooks added that the staff and Board 
should be commended for using flexible technology. He stated that the County could buy 
passive cards and have a dual system mixing both passive and active solutions. He noted 
that the system was engineered for business class customers using active-e technology 
but could also offer passive. He reiterated that the passive option meant lower costs per 
connection and conserved the fiber. 
 
Mr. Fooks then noted that these technologies could deliver more bandwidth than people 
wanted or needed. He noted that passive technologies could deliver 2.5 GB down and 1 
GB up per home which was miles above what people were getting in New York City. He 
noted that speeds get down to okay if converted to hybrid fiber to DSL technology to 
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5,10,25 MB which was good but not revolutionary and was on par with metropolitan 
areas.  
 
Mr. Bruguiere then asked Mr. Fooks to explain how a wireless solution might work due 
to the County’s topography.  
 
Mr. Fooks noted that wireless services was a different line of business, but that he 
believed the fiber optic network would help Mr. Stewart build  a better network than he 
had now. He noted that now he had to install antennas on water towers, houses etc. and 
had clients with line of site. He added that this worked a little differently than 3G cellular 
wireless and was faster than that. He noted that he believed he could deliver multi-meg 
service but it was not what they did; however it would complement their services. 
 
Ms. Brennan then asked how this would help SCS use the network and it was noted that 
they would have to be on the network towers and if they could get fiber to the towers, 
they could get more bandwidth to customers. 
 
Mr. Jeff Cornejo of BRI noted that their job as Network Operator would be to get him 
connected, which would include planning the build, executing the build, configuring the 
necessary equipment, and monitoring afterward.  
 
Ms. Susan Rorrer noted that SCS, as a provider would purchase bandwidth from someone 
and then would pay the Broadband Authority the transport fees for the amount of data 
that he was pushing across the network. She added that if SCS wanted a1 GB circuit, he 
would call BRI and they would connect them. 
 
Mr. Fooks then reiterated that the data still had to leave Nelson County and get to the 
internet and the County had attracted two companies that could do it. The first being Mid-
Atlantic Broadband (MBC), a company that started a nonprofit network prevalent in 
Southwest Virginia that extended to DC who offers favorable rates for long haul 
connections. He added that they would be a tenant in the shelter which allowed SCS or 
BRI to buy connectivity to the internet that did not previously exist just weeks ago. He 
noted that Lumos was there also but that MBC would likely offer lower cost connections. 
Mr. Cornejo noted that a major component of pricing was what this would cost BRI. Mr. 
Carter added that staff had not gotten pricing with MBC but would have this within a 
couple of weeks which will be factored into pricing. It was noted that there was a mix of 
businesses and residences to be served.  
 
Mr. Fooks then noted that the County went from none to almost two (2) options for 
internet connectivity, with one being the best one could ask for. Ms. Rorrer then 
confirmed that staff was in the process of signing agreements with MBC. It was noted 
that they could connect anywhere but that Lovingston was in the middle of the network 
and was the best place for carriers to meet the network. Mr. Carter noted that they could 
also connect in at three (3) of the towers due to the electronics located there.  Mr. Fooks 
noted that having a fortified shelter in Lovingston meant that they could put equipment in 
Lovingston which allowed them to have greater bandwidth and then customers could start 
ordering services from them. 
 
Mr. Cornejo noted that the current rate plan has non-recurring charges to build to the 
home and this was not defined as a trunk or line. He added that all of the fiber on Route 
29 was for long haul connections and that carriers could do what Lumos did and build a 
node in the Lovingston shelter for signal regeneration. 
 
Mr. Carter suggested that if the network had subscription enough to be self sufficient, 
then they could talk about how to build the network out. He added that the discussion has 
been to let this thing start and see how it pans out and then start to look at the rate 
structure. 
 
Mr. Stewart of SCS reported that they were working on contracts that would give him a 
beam west and then there was the High Top site that would get him to the county border. 
He noted that he had the capability of 10-15 MB down and up and that his use of the 
network would depend on how the Authority went forward. He added that he had two (2) 
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fiber pops in the county and greatly supported the use of fiber; however DSL was another 
subject. 
 
Mr. Cornejo noted that once the network was operational, it would be good to sit down 
and look at how to get to him and they would have to determine how the costs of this 
would be covered.  
 
Ms. Brennan asked if the fiber could be strung aerially and Mr. Cornejo noted it could as 
they had a pole attachment agreement with CVEC. He added that it was cost effective 
and may be the way to do it.  
 
Ms. Rorrer suggested that additional workshops would need to be held to discuss options 
and the criteria the Board would consider in extending the fiber route. Mr. Carter noted 
that they could do capital expenditure improvements planning and could evaluate 
potential investments. 
 
Mr. Bruguiere noted that he thought the network should get up and running and then they 
could see how the financials were working before discussing building out further. 
 
Mr. Cornejo noted that they would have fiber expenditures for laterals that would be 
recovered in a couple of months and that there would be fairly miniscule expenditures 
associated with it. He noted that they would be paying USF fees every month and could 
consider funding the Broadband build out through RUS programs. He added that 
awardees were usually phone companies; but whoever was building the infrastructure 
could get this money. He noted the process was complicated and political but would be 
possible. Mr. Carter noted that staff was in the process of talking to RUS about funding 
opportunities. 
 
Ms. Rorrer noted that they should keep in mind that as people requested services, they 
would need to decide if they were willing to pay for fiber to the home and they would 
need to consider their position on sharing in the cost of this. She added that they would 
have to make these decisions otherwise others may own the infrastructure that was built. 
It was noted that one person could pay for the build out; it could pass others and not be 
available to them. Mr. Fooks confirmed that the first customer essentially paid a penalty 
and others benefited from that investment and as a public Board, they would have to 
wrestle with how to handle this.  
 
Mr. Joe Dan Johnson, in attendance noted the legal issues related to this in subdivisions 
in Northern Virginia. 
 
Mr. Fooks then noted that they should never run one fiber at a time, however they should 
run 48-144 strands as there was only a couple of dollars a foot difference. Mr. Cornejo 
added that the challenge was to quickly utilize the fiber without exhausting the plant and 
that splitting decisions were based on a lot of factors.  
 
Mr. Fooks related that they have a company that owned fiber and one that was an 
operating business. He noted that the operating company rented fiber nodes from the one 
that owned fiber and they decided to charge the operating company and sometimes it 
loses money. He added that the network would get to a point where the income could 
sustain these routine builds. 
 
Mr. Alan Patrick, in attendance noted that the Authority wanted the network to be 
sustainable and then they wanted to build up some money for future capital builds or get 
RUS money for this.  He then asked what the Authority should focus on at this point and 
that he thought that rates would play an important role in this. He reiterated that he 
thought that some portion should be set aside for build out. 
 
Mr. Carter noted that he thought it was to be determined and that the rates were 
established so that the network would be self supporting. He acknowledged that the rates 
were high for residential and that Danville was an interesting model that was charging 
based on the same premise as the gross receipts tax. It was noted that the current model 
was like charging for a toll booth. 
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Mr. Harvey noted that the priority was to get service to as many people as possible versus 
making money on it. He added that he wanted key players to play on the network, it was 
important and it needed to be attractive to do this.  
 
Mr. Cornejo advised that the Authority needed to be sure not to deplete the fiber plant as 
it was currently set up to use one fiber per drop. Ms. Rorrer agreed and noted that 
someone needed to oversee how the fiber was distributed and make these decisions. Mr. 
Carter concurred and noted that they were there now and needed to do this next. 
 
Mr. Tommy Stafford, in attendance, noted that as a potential customer he would pay a 
higher one-time fee as long as the monthly fee wasn't so high.  
 
Mr. Johnson, in attendance, noted that a distinction had to be made between residential 
and business connections; with the understanding that there would be some up-front 
money returned in a reasonable amount of time. It was suggested that the County has 
given tax abatements to businesses bringing jobs in and that the same consideration 
should be afforded to local internet providers if they could also show this. The Board was 
then implored to get service to people ASAP.  
 
Mr. Fooks then related that the smartest thing he has heard about rural networks was that 
the players had to work together and could only afford to do it once. He added that the 
revenue out there could not support multiple companies doing same thing. 
 
Mr. Cornejo then advised that the nonrecurring charges would have to be shouldered as 
the rate discounts for multiyear contracts were not big enough. Mr. Fooks noted that the 
Authority would need a policy on these decisions because of its responsibility to 
taxpayers; whereas they, being a private company could take risks. 
 
Mr. Johnson then reiterated the need to get an affordable policy in place that encouraged 
people to sign on to the network.  
 
Mr. Cornejo noted that their survey form asked for name, address, phone number, and 
email address and most of the responses were from Afton.  
 
Mr. Harvey then supposed that the sharing of resources would eliminate cherry picking 
and that providers should get a lower rate if they planned to build out. 
 
Mr. Carter reiterated that the tower pricing was based on the space on the tower and was 
developed with input from various sized entities.     
 
Mr. Fooks noted that he thought that any concessions should go to those who would offer 
services at accessible rates. 
 
Ms. Brennan and Mr. Harvey both thought that BRI should meet with SCS and Nelson 
Cable to see how to go forward.  
 
Mr. Stewart of SCS noted that the Authority needed to take adoption rates into account 
when looking at this. He noted that the complex thing was that they needed x number of 
media types to make it all work as quickly as possible. He noted that he had seven (7) 
employees now,  needed more bandwidth,  and would need to look at more next year to 
keep up with the growth and whether or not he used the network would be based upon the 
cost for him. 
 
Ms. Rorrer noted that the ongoing priority would be working on the rate schedule and 
whether or not it would change. She added it would be helpful to have recommendations 
for top priorities and Mr. Stewart noted he needed hard numbers before he could decide 
how to use network. 
 
Mr. Fooks recommended that the Authority ought to green light the current rate card with 
an asterisk that if a new rate card was approved, it meant that current providers using the 
network could be adjusted. He added that he thought that there were some customers that 
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would pay the current rates now; such as Veritas. He noted that they should see who 
could swing it and that historically utility companies charged more for business use than 
residential; which could lead to having two (2) separate price lists.  
 
Mr. Harvey iterated how important it was to have everybody on the same page and noted 
that they all needed to play as a team. He added that the willingness seemed to be there 
and he felt comfortable with BRI working on it. Mr. Harvey then added how important 
the internet was to his business noting that State Inspections were now computerized and 
State Troopers could pull the information up immediately and that it also helped 
eliminate mileage tampering.  
 
Mr. Bruguiere then noted his appreciation for BRI coming and he noted that he looked 
forward to working with them; acknowledging it was a work in progress. He added that 
they had standard rates to start with and that going forward they could be re-examined.  
 
Mr. Harvey noted that he preferred to start off with the right rates and Mr. Bruguiere 
noted that they weren’t sure what the right rates were yet; however they had been advised 
that these were okay to start with. 
 
Mr. Fooks noted that they were very happy to be working with the County and Authority 
and that they had a lot to learn as well. He assured the Boards that this was a very big 
project for them and they were thrilled to be here. 
 
Ms. Brennan then suggested that staff arrange another workshop on the rates etc. and Mr. 
Harvey noted that they were willing to look at all types of suggestions. Mr. Fooks noted 
that the Authority did not want to model after Staunton, who overcharged for use of the 
network; which was still unlit underground and no one was using it. 
 
Mr. Stafford noted that the urgency on getting rates set was that people were signing two 
(2) year contracts with other providers and Mr. Stewart advised that they needed to move 
quickly before Verizon and Century Link etc. came in. 
 
Janet Lychock reiterated that her neighborhood was turning to satellite service as it has 
been marketed as their only option; however she could not use this for work purposes due 
to latency issues. 
 
Mr. Harvey then opened the floor for public comments and there were no persons 
wishing to be recognized. 
 
Mr. Harvey noted that they appreciated everyone’s attendance and that the goal was to 
get the service out there at a reasonable price; working together to make it happen. 
 
In conclusion, Mr. Carter acknowledged the good work of staff, reiterated their 
commitment to the project, and noted that the County had been favorably served by 
ICON engineering and they deserved to be recognized as well. 
 
Introduced: Ban on Uranium Mining 
 
Ms. Brennan noted that the Farm Bureau had issued a policy statement in support of not 
ending the ban on Uranium mining and that she would like to direct staff to prepare a 
resolution supporting this statement for the Board’s consideration at the next meeting. 
 
IV. Adjourn and Continue Until 7:00 PM December 20, 2012 
 
At 8:40 pm, Ms. Brennan moved to adjourn and continue the meeting until 7:00 pm 
December 20, 2012 and Mr. Hale seconded the motion. There being no further 
discussion, Supervisors voted unanimously by voice vote to approve the motion and the 
meeting adjourned. 
 


	G. 2014 General Reassessment:  In process.
	H.  Stormwater Program (Local):  The project is in process.
	Mr. Carter added that the team was meeting that week to look at RFP responses from firms that would provide technical assistance during the process.
	I.  Blue Ridge Medical Center:  VDH’s relocation to BRMC scheduled week of 12-10.

